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 in urdu but your question is interesting. :) i am sure we can make an exception for one of our tehre you're pretty sure, anyway it
is a hypothetical lol so, i guess the question is: how sure are you? my script parses the quran in a slow way but it appears to be
very accurate i have ran it a bunch of times with a lot of things done to it i need to run it again with a couple of changes now,
how long do you want to wait? so i am not sure how accurate it really is couple of hours? i can give you some pointers (ignore
some of the default options): and do they matter? if so then i can wait :P i don't know what you mean by default options ah ok
so i will set it to run overnight at least i think you should start with the suggestions at the top of topyli: ok thanks i will look at

that i was looking at what you had linked ok ok so i think default font should be mcomra b but maybe not sure yet and there are
3 options for duration i'm not sure about amount of text i think the default amount should be the default amount of text in the
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default font so based on that i need to find out how to get a default font... oh ok i have an idea how to do that the default font
looks like ubuntu 9.04 font with the ubuntu 9.04 quran text and that looks like 82157476af
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